Reduce Monthly Phone Costs
What are the Typical Cost Savings
with VoIP?
 The average savings that businesses see after
switching to VoIP range between 50% to 75%
 99.99% of customers see a reduction in their yearly
phone expenses

How are VoIP Savings that Drastic?
 Reduced initial set up and installation costs

 No premise based bulky hardware to install
 Elimination of expensive monthly fees & upgrades
 Making changes to your phone system is easy
 No long-distance charges

 Everything is handled off-premise "In the cloud"
 Scaling operations for the future is not complicated

Typical Cost Savings with VoIP:
Telephone Line Costs. A traditional phone line can be replaced
with a SIP Trunk. This saves up to 50% on your monthly phone
bill and adds performance features like Direct Inward Dialing.
Direct Inward Dial. Taking advantage of Direct Inward Dial
(DID's) numbers allows workers to have a direct telephone line
number so their calls do not need to go through a receptionist.
Voice mail to Email. Voice mail to email sends all voicemail
messages to an email inbox. In today's mobile world It's nice to
receive the voice messages on your mobile phone or email after
hours so you can contact the customer if the situation requires
it. This increases customer service and efficiency of work force.
Maintenance Cost Reductions. Since VoIP works differently
than traditional old fashioned telephone systems, it is possible
to reduce costs of moving phones around. Each VoIP phone is an
extension off the phone system. Users can simply unplug their
phone from the Network and move it anywhere they wish

How to Switch
Interested in switching to Accelerated Technologies?
Call 561.427.0600 to receive a customized quote
detailing the benefits of utilizing our innovative
products and services. When you’re ready, we’ll install
your new phone system with ZERO downtime, so you
can get back to business.
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